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Letter 476
The End Is Near
2016-05-23
Dear Dan,
Sunday, 22 May 2016, 6AM.
In Letter 462 Volume 6 I wrote the following:
“But considering what I was thinking about in the minutes before this happened, the direction
seems pretty obvious. I will let you know what transpires from this contact.”
Dan, in this Letter I am “letting you know”.
In the days and weeks after I wrote Letter 462 the Lord began to share with me His
thoughts on the matter.
He gave me the idea that I could start a similar series of letters like the Letters To Daniel,
only instead being primarily the Word of My Testimony, they will become “Letters to the
Sons and Daughters of the New Jesus People”, in their generations.
Then I thought about whether I could get a similar URL like the LTD site.
Sure enough. the URL “www.letterstoadam.com” was available. I just purchased
www.letterstoadam.com last night. This will become the home where the Lord and I will
post His messages to our Sons and Daughters of the Kingdom.
But then I asked the Lord about the Letters to you. He said that Letter 499 will be the last
Letter To Daniel. I already had quite a few notes and outlines for future Letters To Dan
already written, more than the twenty four letters available, so I will rest in the leading of
the Holy Spirit to reveal what the contents of the remaining Letters will be.
I do have some PraiseTree and other A/V [iles I would like to send your way, so if I don’t get
them mailed before L499, they will come later burned on a DVD.
It is my hope to come up with a little more creative scheme for the LTA website. Or, it may
be that I will simply post on a Wordpress blog. It also occurs to me that I will need to travel
with much travail into social media places like (GASPS OF ULTIMATE HORROR) Facebook.
(My angel friends are soooo happy with the prospect, since they seem to be the epitome of
“socialistic socializers”. Thank God for the cover of my pseudonym R. C. Theophilus).
It seems as though Facebook is to the Internet what the Roman roads were to the Gospel at
the beginning. The fastest way to disseminate the Word of the Gospel on a timely basis.
You may want to check the LTD website every so often. I think the Lord and I will start
writing some more commentaries on each letter. We’ll see. And I will be curious to see just
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what the rest of these Letters will contain. Like I say, I have a lot of notes for Letter topics
already in place.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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